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Doune, Stirling £25.00 

Very rare vintage Tatung Einstein Computer

Posted 287 days ago

Description

Rare UK manufactured computer dating from 1984. Unusually for the time this computer had double
floppy disc drives. Probably only appeal to a collector, or hobbyist. 
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It uses an ordinary TV for a monitor and when I last checked about 3 months ago everything was working.
There are no discs or language discs but these can be obtained cheaply on the internet - a BBC basic disc
is around £6. 
it is boxed, with the original polystyrene inserts but the outside of the box is well worn as can be seen. 

Best offer over £25 
Some background Information: 
The Tatung Einstein was an eight-bit home/personal computer produced by Taiwanese corporation
Tatung, designed in Bradford, England at Tatung's research laboratories and assembled in Bridgnorth
and Telford, England. It was aimed primarily at small businesses. 
Manufacturer Tatung 
Type Professional Computer 
Release date 1984; 34 years ago 
Introductory price GB£499 (equivalent to £1,672 in 2018) 
Media 3-inch floppy disk 
Operating system Xtal DOS 
CPU Zilog Z80 clocked at 4MHz 
Memory 64KB RAM, 16KB VRAM, 8KB-32KB ROM 
Storage 3 inch floppy Drive 1770 FDC 
Display 256 × 192 resolution, 16 colours 
Input 51 key Keyboard, Joystick 
Connectivity RS232 
Dimensions 43.5 × 51.5 × 11.5cm 
Successor Einstein256
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